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THE OVERLOOK

Editorial

AN INDEPENDENT NEWSLETTER BY AND FOR THE RESIDENTS OF SNOWDEN OVERLOOK

In recent months, you may have noticed an uptick in advertising for
products that promote ‘wellness’
and that highlight an array of activities encouraging a healthy lifestyle.
The Global Wellness Institute, a non
-profit organization founded in
2014 and headquartered in Miami,
reports that worldwide, the wellness
economy is estimated at $4.2 trillion
and growing at a rate twice as fast
as the global economy in general.
Initially the wellness movement was
primarily directed towards the
young but as the baby boomers are
reaching retirement age, maintaining a healthy lifestyle has taken on
a new urgency. Snowden Overlook
residents have a variety of activities
promoting health and wellness from
which to choose and, in addition,
can avail themselves of an extensive
fitness program offered by Howard
County’s Office on Aging and Independence through its Health and
Wellness Division. This issue’s For
Your Health looks at the wellness
movement and offers an overview
of the essence of a wellness lifestyle. A review of three casual dining options whose menus highlight
healthy, farm-fresh ingredients complements the health report.

ations and updates from several
SOCA committees. A travel essay
by Suman and Prahlad Kaushik describes their trip to Argentina, a
destination that had long been on
their bucket list! There are notices
about future events, and descriptions of the books chosen for discussion by the book clubs. As usual, the
tips about security and personal
safety are worth considering.
The beginning of a new year is an
excellent time for reflection, whether (or not) you made resolutions!
Improving your fitness, eating a
healthy diet, planning a travel adventure, learning a new skill, participating in an activity or attending an
event, we hope you will find something in this issue – and at Snowden
Overlook - to kindle your curiosity.
And we would be delighted to hear
about your activities and experiences.
Our best wishes for a healthy and
happy 2019.

— Pamela Bluh Van Oosten
Christy Wilson
Editors

This issue includes reports from the
SOCA Board and the condo associ-
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Quote to Live By
What a wonderful
thought it is that some
of the best days of our
lives haven't even happened yet.
— Anne Frank
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SOCA News
Happy New Year!

Note: We currently plan to offer to sell existing furniture to residents, before offering them for sale more
widely.

2019 Budget – The approved budget for 2019 calls
for an increase in monthly SOCA assessments from
$160 to $165 per unit per month. WPM has issued
new payment coupons. If you use automatic withdrawal to make your payments, however, you need take no
action. Please contact WPM if you have questions.

Traffic Safety – Our Security Committee has monitored
vehicle speeds and stop sign compliance within SO and
found non-compliance to be common. They recommended steps to reduce dangerous vehicle speeds
within SO. Among those was the purchase of additional pedestrian safety signs for use on Dried Earth Blvd.
Clubhouse Redecoration – Our Clubhouse Redecorat- These should be in place in a few weeks. Other
ing Committee has been advising the board on the
changes are still under consideration. Please observe
gradual redecoration or refurnishing of parts of the
the posted speed limit on Dried Earth Blvd of 25 mph
clubhouse, including the banquet room, living room,
within SO. In addition, some condominium associations
craft room and theater. Completed so far:
have posted a speed limit of 15 mph on their residen– Removal of original valences from banquet and liv- tial streets. Please keep your speed down within our
ing room windows.
neighborhood and comply with stop signs and pedes– Installation of new blinds at the upper windows in the trian crossings.
banquet room, chosen to fully block sunlight on the
west wall and permit some view of the trees on the
Gym – A reminder from the Gym Committee: If you
south wall.
are the last one to leave the gym, please turn off the
– Removal of the folding-wall dividers and associated lights, fans and TV.
hardware from the banquet room to create a more
Maintenance Committee – We are looking for addiopen, spacious feel for the room.
tional “handy” persons willing to pitch in with other
Decided, but not yet completed:
members to carry out small maintenance tasks for SO– Refinishing of the bamboo flooring in the banquet
CA and to suggest other maintenance that may be reroom, now scheduled for 1/29 through 2/2/2019,
during which no other activities can take place in that quired or prudent. The current members are Pete
Gratton, Gust Mitchell and Keith Noesges. Please let
room.
– Modification of the theater to remove the two raised the office staff know if you are interested in joining
them.
steps now used for seating, and elimination of the
twelve existing bulky swivel chairs. New floor covering Snow – A reminder: When snow is forecast, no vehiwill also be required. These changes will permit much cles should be parked on the clubhouse side of Dried
more flexible use of the room for activities, while con- Earth Blvd. This will facilitate keeping travel lanes
tinuing its use as a theater.
clear.
Still under consideration:
– Replacement of the large rectangular table in the
Clubhouse Ice Machine – The ice produced by this
banquet room with smaller and more flexible ones. – machine is for use for clubhouse events only. Please
Replacement of 25 existing banquet room chairs, ad- do not take ice for use at home.
dition of 18 more, and elimination of the 12 existing
arm chairs in the banquet room and craft room.
Clubhouse Committee – After many years and ac– Replacement or repair of many of the furnishings in complishments as Chair of this important committee,
the living room.
Ronni True has decided not to continue. (She will, how– Other items of décor, including lighting fixtures in
ever, continue as chair of the Clubhouse Redecoration
both living and banquet rooms.
Committee.) Many thanks to Ronni. The board is look– Assorted wall repairs and repainting throughout the ing for someone interested in taking on this important
clubhouse.
job.
– Replacement of nearly all clubhouse light fixtures
with LEDs, for reduced costs of maintenance and operation.
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Association News
within 15 days after the holiday.

Concrete Grinding – You may have noticed that SOCA recently had a contractor, Precision Concrete,
grind down potential trip hazards in the sidewalks
next to Dried Earth Blvd and around the clubhouse.
Several condominiums also had this done for their
sidewalks.

WINTER WEATHER REMINDERS—JUST IN CASE
Please remember that if and when the snow comes
this winter, our visitor parking spaces will be used by
Mainscapes to house all the snow removed from our
streets and driveways. It will be important to keep
these parking spaces as clear as possible. Also, remember to turn off your outside water spigots from
the inside so the pipes don’t freeze and then burst
creating a flooded basement! Finally, our documents say you must turn off your water inside your
house if you are going to be away for six days or
more.

— Lou True, President

Kendall Overlook
(Kendall I)
Well, the holidays may be over but not the memory
of our special holiday brunch at the Cheesecake
Factory in Columbia at the beginning of December.
What a fun time as Kendall I continues our tradition
of having a meal out with neighbors so we can enjoy
the company of friends in a casual setting. We are
doing something
social every two
months or so and
finding our residents are warmly receptive.
Our next dinner
out will be at BJ’s
on Wednesday, Holiday Brunch at the Cheesecake Factory
February 20 at 6
PM. RSVP by
leaving your name in the yellow box at 8772 Endless Ocean Way. All Kendall I residents are invited!
Thanks to our Social Committee for planning and
arranging these special events.

LEON LA PORTE
Long time Kendall I resident Leon La Porte passed
away on December 7, 2018. Joanne and Leon were
pioneer residents in Kendall I before moving to Villas II a few years ago. They both volunteered for
many community committees over the years. Leon will
be greatly missed and long remembered for his
charming demeanor, caring soul and wonderful wit.
Our hearts go out to Joanne and her family.
— Marion Thompson, President

Kendall II
WELCOME to all of our new neighbors. We are
proud of our community and hope you are enjoying
living in Kendall II (K2).
One new resident has accepted an appointment to
the K2 Board of Directors. At our November meeting, we introduced Richard Turner who will serve as
Member at Large until July 2019. At that time, he
will need to run for a seat on the Board when elections are held at our annual meeting in July.

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
K-I resident Paula Gaither was one of three SO volunteers who graciously opened their homes to SO
residents during the annual Open House/Caroling
event on December 16th. Paula’s house was beautifully decorated for Christmas and she offered an
array of delicious snacks. Thank you, Paula!! Your
hospitality was greatly appreciated!

Also, at our November meeting, the 2019 K2 Budget
was approved. We were able to announce there is
no increase in our monthly K2 fees for 2019.

HOLIDAY DECORATIONS
Our neighborhood looked very festive this holiday
season with many homes displaying lovely lighting
displays. FYI, holiday decorations can be displayed
30 days prior to holidays and are to be taken down

A few residents have found leaks inside their homes,
some likely due to the abundance of rain this past
year. The Board is looking at a review of our roofs
as well as potential infiltration problems from water
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running over gutters and down the sides of
homes. We are awaiting the results of an engineering study to determine the best method to
remediate problems. Our Reserve Study calls
for gutter replacement in a few years. We are
proactively exploring what we can/should do
now.

Kendall III (Ovation)

Gutter cleaning did take place in early December after most leaves had fallen. Starting in
2019, all gutters will be cleaned twice a year in the spring and late fall - keeping an eye on
the 3 perimeter buildings along the tree line
that may need additional cleaning.

We would like to welcome Carmela Facchiano and Joanne Wolinsky who have recently moved into Ovation.

Our stone repointing project to repair cracks in
the buildings was greatly delayed due to the
rainy weather. Some buildings were to be power washed after stone work was completed; that
did not happen because of these delays. Building power washing was deferred until early
spring.
Thanks to everyone who fixed items found during our annual architectural inspection. It’s important to take care of these once you are notified. If they are not attended to, the Board
may need to have repairs done and send a bill
to the homeowner.
To ensure your pipes don’t freeze this winter,
remember to turn off outside water. You should
find the cut-off valve near the furnace and water heater. To prevent any water lying in the
pipe from turning to ice inside the line, you may
want to open the spigot slightly to allow water
to drain.
PARKING REMINDER. Resident vehicles are not
permitted in visitor lots. They can, however, be
parked on Dried Earth. Street parking (next to
curbs), parallel up on the sidewalk, or behind
another vehicle on the driveway and over the
sidewalk is prohibited. This goes for our guest
vehicles as well as our own. Please keep sidewalks clear.

It’s winter again, the holidays are over and, hopefully,
we will not experience an unfriendly “polar vortex” this
year. These Arctic events wreak havoc in a building
like ours.

Our excellent Social Committee has been very busy.
They decorated the lobby for Halloween, Chanukah
and Christmas. The committee purchased a beautiful
new Christmas tree for our lobby this year which was
very ably decorated by the committee.
The photo on the left shows a beautiful ceramic Christmas town totally crafted by Linda Jones’ mother years
ago. It is awesome!!

The picture on the right obviously shows two ladies
working on the Christmas tree.
Outback was our out-to-dinner destination on October
11th. On November 9th, we held a lovely lunch out at
Victoria’s Gastro Pub. For the second year, we had a
drive through of Symphony of Lights on December 18th.
Our next event will be a Winter Brunch on January 27th
from 10:30 to 1 at the Clubhouse.
Our community painting project is scheduled to begin in
January. It will be a repair of minor holes in walls and
woodwork and spot painting in many areas throughout
the building.
— Carole Liberman, President

Wishing everyone peace and good health in the
New Year.
— Barbara Bache, President
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Pets – At least one cat has been observed roaming
Villas I at night. If this is your cat, this is prohibited
in Howard County. Please keep all pets controlled
by leash when outside. Observed violations of this
ordinance should be reported to Howard County
Animal Control at 410-313-2780.

Villas I
2019 Budget – The approved budget for this year
entails no increase in the assessment rate.
New Board Member – As a result of our annual
meeting in November, Charlie Overly has started a
three-year term as a new board member. Many
thanks to Steve Goodman for his years of service on
the board. Also, many thanks to all those who threw
their hats into the ring and volunteered to serve on
the board. We hope to see all of you at meetings
and look forward to your participation in community
activities.

— Lou True, President

Board Meetings – As indicated in a recent email,
the Villas I board has changed its standard board
meeting dates for 2019 to the first Tuesday of the
month, with informal work sessions on the third Tuesdays, both at 7 pm at the clubhouse. The upcoming
meetings are a work session on 1/15, a board
meeting on 2/5, and another work session on 2/19.
Meetings will also be listed on the monthly SOCA
calendar.

Our gutters have been cleaned, the final leaf
pickup of the year has been made, and we have
signed a new lawn contract with Brightview. The
2019 budget was passed with a $10 per month
increase primarily to cover inflation costs of contracts, increased costs of grounds maintenance, and
more frequent roof repairs.

Villas II
Welcome to our newest neighbors Jack and Susan
Burns and Mark and Sonmi Finley. We will be publishing a new V2 directory soon.

Our Holiday party was a great success. Thanks to
the students from the River Hill High School “Songs
for Seniors” for providing the entertainment.

Sidewalk Repairs – A contractor, Precision Concrete, has identified potential trip hazards on Villas
I sidewalks. By the time you read this, they should
have used special equipment to grind away concrete that could prove hazardous.

Also, thanks to everyone who completed their
maintenance list from the Association. The few remaining items will be addressed in the Spring walk
through.

Snow – We’ve dodged several bullets so far, but
don’t expect it to last. To assist our snow-clearing
contractor in moving snow from our pavement,
please consider removing any objects left on your
driveways, such as planters, that could interfere with
their efforts. And when snow is forecast, please remove vehicles, to the extent possible, from both
driveways and visitor parking. This will both speed
snow clearing for everyone and reduce risk of damage to vehicles.

Best wishes to everyone for a happy and healthy
New Year.
— Mark Bloom, President

Maintenance – A number of units received a letter
from WPM concerning maintenance issues with our
units. The Villas I Maintenance Committee expects
to reinspect in the spring. Please attend to any
issues identified for your unit.
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COMMITTEES & CLUBS
Security Committee

Gym Committee

Snowden Overlook's Security Committee serves in
an advisory capacity to the SOCA Board with respect to matters of safety and security. A hearty
thanks to Ken Henderson, outgoing chairman of
the Committee, for his leadership and vision.
Thanks also to other members of the Committee
who have worked tirelessly on Committee projects.

The gym appears to be more popular than ever. I
have seen people exercising throughout the day
whenever I am at the Clubhouse. Not only is the
gym a place to get a great work out, but it is a
wonderful way to meet new neighbors and/or socialize with old friends. The fitness center information on the Snowden Overlook website has been
updated with the latest rules and list of equipment.

Recent projects include workshops on Avoiding Elder Financial Abuse and Deterring Crime with a
Doorbell Camera as well as a study of options for
traffic safety, a makeover of the Security Page at
SOCA's website, and a review of gatehouse
equipment and procedures. As a result of the
Committee's recommendations, the SOCA Board is
considering the addition of a crosswalk at Vast
Rose and Dried Earth and also reviewing options
to deter speeding and rolling stops.
Residents can help keep our community safe by
reporting suspicious activity, obeying speed/stop
signs, complying with parking regulations, reading
security articles posted at the Snowden website,
and attending the workshops that the Security
Committee holds at the Clubhouse. Residents can
also help by following established procedures at
Snowden's Entry Gate (see the Gate article in this
Newsletter).
Please visit the Security Page at the Snowden
website for important information and helpful articles (https://www.snowdenoverlook.com/boards/
soca/security-committee). Also, please let me
know if you have any questions or suggestions to
help improve the safety and security of our community. If you would like to join the Committee to
help us keep our community a great place to live,
please let me know. Members of the committee
can be reached through the Snowden Overlook
website https://www.snowdenoverlook.com/
phone-and-address/ or you may contact me
through the SOCA staff who will forward your emails and voicemails to me.

Please note that the basket underneath the wipes
dispenser is where packages of wipes refills are
kept. It is not a trash can!
— Linda Bloom, Chair

Social Committee
For a complete list of events and activities, please refer to the calendar (at the
Clubhouse and online at (https://www.snowdenoverlook.com/calendar/). Please
note that some events require registration and payment in advance.

Upcoming Events:
Saturday, January 19 – An Evening with Jeannie
Finnegan, 7pm. $20 pp.
Thursday, January 24 – Lunch & Learn, 12noon.
Free.
Friday, February 8 – Mix & Mingle, 6pm. $10 pp.
Sunday, February 10 – Valentine’s Day performance with David Bach, 7pm. $15 pp.
Wednesday, February 20 – Coffee with Carol.
10am. Free.
Saturday, February 23 – Chili Cook-Off. 6pm.
Free.
Friday, March 8 – Mix ‘n’ Mingle, 6pm. $10 pp.
Sunday, March 17 – St. Patrick’s Day Celebration,
6pm. $25 pp.
Saturday, March 23 - Cooking Class/Dinner, 6pm.
$20 pp.

— Jerry Pelch, Chair
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Clubs & Committees
SOCA Craft Show

in Europe, Africa, Canada, Australia and China.
Marion spent her life's work in Human Resources
and will chronicle her career in a man's world at a
time when women were still finding their identity in
the workplace. She will share many interesting
and entertaining stories that occurred during those
35 years.

Snowden Overlook’s 2018 Craft Show cum Car
Show took place on a nice, brisk
fall day. Featuring a number
of high performance and classic
cars was a splendid idea and
residents were able to enjoy
“car talk” with the cars’ owners
and then browse among the
craft displays.

In March, Lunch & Learn will feature an interesting
glimpse into the senior levels of government. With
over 30 years of service in the U.S. Intelligence
Community Debora A. Plunkett served our nation
during both turbulent and triumphant times. Based
at the National Security Agency, she also worked
at the White House during the Administrations of
Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush. As a
former US Senior Executive and a current consultant and corporate board member, she will share
her perspectives on intelligence and information
security and their impacts on national security.

There were fewer crafters than in previous years,
nevertheless, painting, photography, paper crafting, knitting, sewing, and sculpture were represented, as well as samples of the popular craft beer
and the addition of specially roasted coffee
beans. Several members of Snowden Overlook’s
Knitting & More group answered questions about
knitting and crocheting and Margaret Vincent set
up her loom to demonstrate weaving. A selection
of hand-crafted items donated by the crafters
were raffled off throughout the show.

— Jan

Brady, Lunch & Learn Chair

New Game Night -- More
Games!!

Serving grilled hotdogs and chips (with all the condiments) – courtesy of SOCA - plus Kathi Beerbohm’s delicious mint-chocolate squares – was an
extra treat.

Do you enjoy Mexican Train? Scrabble? Rummy
Cube (aka Rummikub)? Starting
in
February, Game Night (the first
Friday of every month at 7pm)
will have a 'twist': See a new
Game Night sign-up sheet in the
Clubhouse foyer. It will
list various games you might be interested in playing. We ask you to sign up for any/all games
listed that you would like to play. A few days before Game Night we will telephone those who
have signed up to let them know which games have
enough people signed up. So, come to the Clubhouse, see the games listed that seem to be of interest to many residents, and sign up to play! We
hope this idea catches on, and more residents will
be able to enjoy Game Night at the Clubhouse,
especially during the cold, wintry months ahead.

Thanks to the crafters and the car owners for participating, and thanks as well to all those who
helped make the day fun and successful.
— Pamela Bluh Van Oosten

Lunch & Learn - 4th Thursday
in January & March
Our January speaker is Kendall I resident, Marion
Thompson, who also is Kendall I president. Marion
has had an impressive 35-year career with Baltimore Aircoil Company, and retired after being
head of Human Resources. Headquartered in
Jessup, BAC is an international manufacturer of
industrial cooling equipment. BAC has 1,800 employees worldwide, and maintains plant operations

— Jan Brady
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Book Nook
Morning Book Club Selections

Evening Book Club Selections

January

January

An American Marriage, by Tayari Jones

Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore, by Robin Sloan

An American Marriage is a master- piece
of storytelling, an intimate look deep into
the souls of people who must reckon with
the past while moving forward - with hope
and pain - into the future.

Mr. Penumbra’s is a fantasy novel… Clay
Jannon, [the] protagonist, is a Web designer who hits hard times when the start-up he
works for—a bagel company founded by
ex-Googlers who’d created an algorithm
that produced a perfectly circular bagel
with the ideal ratio of crunchy exterior to
soft interior —shuts down because of “the great foodchain contraction that swept through America in the
early twenty-first century.”

February

Before We Were Yours, by Lisa Wingate
Based on one of America’s most notorious
real-life scandals ... Lisa Wingate’s riveting, wrenching, and ultimately uplifting
tale reminds us how, even though the
paths we take can lead to many places,
the heart never forgets where we belong.

February

Pachinko, by Min Jin Lee
This is a story of love, sacrifice, ambition
and loyalty. The book chronicles the lives
of four generations of a Korean family
during the period of Japanese occupation.
It was a finalist for the National Book
Award for Fiction in 2017 and was named
one of the 10 Best Books of 2017 by the
New York Times.

March

The Great Alone, by Kristin Hannah
In this unforgettable portrait of human
frailty and resilience, Kristin Hannah reveals the indomitable character of the
modern American pioneer and the spirit
of a vanishing Alaska--a place of incomparable beauty and danger.

March

Little Fires Everywhere, by Celeste Ny
In Ny’s second novel she “… explores the
weight of secrets, the nature of art and
identity, and the ferocious pull of motherhood – and the danger of believing that
following the rules can avert disaster.”

April

The Tea Girl of Hummingbird Bird Lane, by Lisa See

A powerful story about two women separated by circumstance, culture, and distance, The Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane is
an unforgettable portrait of a little-known
region and its people and a celebration
of the bonds of family.

April

The Extraordinary life of Sam Hell, by Robert Diguni
An inspirational tale of a boy who overcomes tremendous obstacles occasioned by
the color of his eyes.

For information about the morning meeting contact Florence Sperling at
needler2@aol.com and for the evening meeting, contact Pat Harrington at phar
rington61@verizon.net
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Travel
Argentina Trip
“Don’t Cry for me Argentina” the song was still
ringing in our ears and we had to see the Paris of
South America and Eva Peron’s desk in the Presidential Palace “The Pink House.”

nary tribute to former Argentine president Juan and
his wife Eva.”
The City Tour took us to several posh areas of Buenos Aires including Recoleta and Palermo where the
rich and famous live. These quarters were also studded with architectural buildings and good restaurants. We also toured the famous Caminito Street, a
street museum with very colorful buildings, old cafes
and art vendors and we bought some lovely paintings there. Included as well in the City Tour was the
Futbol Stadium named for the Argentinian soccer
legend Diego Maradona. To
remind us of our visit we took a
picture at the stadium next to a
life-size statue of Maradona.
The stadium is now used to train
young soccer aspirants of Argentina’s Juniors Soccer Team.

We hunted for good tickets and stumbled upon affordable business class fares offered by COPA Airlines, the Panamanian carrier which is also a partner
with United Airlines. It was going to be about 12
hours of flying through Panama City to Buenos Aires.
A long journey, however, we thought it would be
worth it especially with the attraction to visit the
world-famous Iguazu Falls. We travelled with our
daughter Romina, son-inlaw Dharmesh and our
grandson Milan.

In Buenos Aires we stayed
at the Sheraton Libertador
on Avenida Cordoba, in
the middle of the business
and shopping district.
Buenos Aires was excellent! It was spring time
there and we needed light
jackets and fleeces. This was perfect weather for
walking around. In the morning after our arrival we
saw the Presidential Palace, known as the Casa Rosada (in English, the “Pink House)” which houses the
office of the Argentinian President. Since it was the
weekend, we were able to visit inside. The Palace is
quite modest compared to palaces around the
world, most likely in keeping with Argentina’s socialist* way of life. We saw Eva Peron’s desk, various
conference rooms and the Italian and French Staircases. Admission to the palace is free, however
booking on-line, in advance is necessary.

On the following day, a Sunday, we visited the famous San Telmo open market with vendors extending for several miles in all directions. It reminded us
very much of the Porta Portese flea market in Rome,
Italy. As luck would have it, we were able to return
to the Metropolitan Cathedral to attend the Sunday
service. In the evening we went to a Tango Show at
La Ventana in the area of San Telmo. Buenos Aires
is famous for its tango culture and there are many
tango shows around town.

We began our day trip from Buenos Aires to Colonia in Uruguay with a one-hour ferry ride. Bad
weather put a damper on our visit to the town, which
has been designated as a UNESCO World Heritage
site. Our guide showed us Portuguese and Spanish
streets as well as the Colonia del Sacramento Lighthouse and church. Colonia is quite small, from the
city center it is approximately three blocks in each
direction. We had lunch at an Italian restaurant
called Don Peperone.

Also located at the Plaza de Mayo is the Metropolitan Cathedral of Buenos Aires Pope Francis celebrated mass there while he was Cardinal Archbishop
of Buenos Aires before his elevation to the Papacy in
2013. It was a very touching and emotional experience for us. In the evening we dined at Perón Perón,
described by Travel & Leisure magazine as “a culi-

The best part of our trip was to Iguazu. From Buenos
Aires we flew to Puerto Iguazu on Aerolineas Argen9

Travel
tinas, the local airline. The aircraft was brand new
and the two-hour flight was pleasant and uneventful.
We had organized the three-day trip through “Say
Hueque” a tour company based in Buenos Aires, who
did an excellent job. At Puerto Iguazu we were met
by our tour guide Adrian, with a small luxury van just
for the five of us!

and was eager to take us to the falls. We drove
through the jungle to the entrance to the Iguazu National Park. We bought our tickets and then walked
about a couple of miles before taking a train to the
falls. At the station there were a number of Coatis
looking for food. The Coatis are mammals that look
like a cross between a raccoon and an ant eater.
They are the size of a cat or small dog and pretty
nosy!

In Iguazu we stayed at LOI Suites Hotel, a 5 star
hotel situated in a lush jungle setting. On the drive
from the airport to the hotel large signs warning us
to be aware of jaguars made the trip more exciting.
We could hear the birds chirping and the jungle atmosphere elevated our spirits while our eyes were
scanning the foliage for any signs of wild life. After
checking in at the hotel, we were free to spend the
evening enjoying our new surroundings and discovering what the hotel had to offer.

We reached the last station for the falls. We now
had to walk about three
miles on grated walkways
elevated above the rivers
to reach the spectacular
“Devil’s Throat” of the
Iguazu which was emptying zillions of cusecs of
Iguazu Falls from the
water. On the way we
International Space Station
saw monkeys, toucans and
other birds. We also saw a wild black duck swimming in circles underwater, chasing schools of fish
which would disperse as the duck chased them. A
rare sight indeed!

Words alone cannot do justice to the LOI Suites Hotel. It was paradise amidst the forest. The reception
area was like a huge log cabin overlooking three
large swimming pools - one beside the other - surrounded by trees. Our rooms were in adjoining
lodges which were connected to the main reception
area via hammock-type bridges that swayed as we
crossed them to get to our rooms. The rooms themselves opened to the jungle and we could hear the
sounds of wildlife. A glass of wine while sitting on
an easy chair overlooking the forest completed our
check in!

The visit to Iguazu also entailed walking on other
circuits at different elevations to see a number of
waterfalls in addition to the Devil’s Throat. The fact
that there are so many falls, at least a dozen, and
the fact the setting was in the middle of the jungle
among wild life, really differentiated it from the Niagara Falls. We love Niagara Falls; however, it is
now clear why Eleanor Roosevelt exclaimed “My
Poor Niagara” upon seeing Iguazu! Iguazu was recently named as one of the seven new natural wonders of the world.

The dining halls were in a separate building in front of the
pools. Everything was upscale
and eye-catching. The food was
excellent!
In the evening we took a cab to
the T-junction where the Iguazu and Parana rivers
meet. On the right side we could see Brazil. On the
left side we saw Paraguay. The view of the Brazilian
side was spoilt by a large Ferris wheel in what
seemed to be a theme park. The Paraguayan side
was more natural with a lot of greenery.

* It is noted that Health Care and Schooling, including Graduate School are free in Argentina.
— Prahlad and Suman Kaushik

The next morning, our tour guide Adrian was waiting
for us in the reception area applying sunscreen to his
face. He had arrived earlier than the scheduled hour
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FOR YOUR HEALTH
Wellness!

enjoyed at various locations around the County.
We have been led to believe that as we age, we will
need less sleep than we needed during our youth.
That is a myth! In fact, studies by the National Sleep
Foundation show that the amount of sleep required to
feel rested and alert remains more or less the same
throughout adulthood. Feeling tired often has less to
do with the number of hours of rest one gets, than to
conditions such as restless leg syndrome or insomnia
or because of feelings of anxiety or depression. A
sleep study can help to identify the cause of chronic
sleep deprivation and recommend treatment options
to mitigate the problem. A diagnosis of sleep apnea
should be heeded; ignoring it can lead to serious consequences.

It’s a term that is in vogue at present and may pique
the interest of residents of an age-restricted community. Wellness is a concept that goes beyond simply
maintaining good health. It is a lifestyle that includes
choosing a healthy diet, taking part in some form of
regular, aerobic exercise, getting sufficient sleep,
and managing stress. It should be seen as a complement to medical protocols, not as a substitute for
them. Proposing lifestyle changes may elicit strong
reactions about invasion of privacy, skepticism about
their usefulness, or even hostility to suggestions of behavioral changes. Therefore, before embarking on
any lifestyle changes, a consultation with a professional – a doctor, a wellness coach, or a counsellor, is
highly desirable.

A significant factor in achieving and maintaining wellness includes managing stress - often easier said than
done! While eating a healthy diet, exercising regularly, and getting sufficient sleep form the core of a
healthy lifestyle, a brief period of meditation every
day has been shown to reduce stress by relaxing the
mind as well as the body. For much of the past century, meditation was considered ‘avantgarde’ and
was practiced primarily by those with what may euphemistically be referred to as ‘unconventional’ lifestyles. In the last couple of decades, however, the
practice of medicine has become more receptive to
the integration of alternative therapies (acupuncture,
herbalism, homeopathy) to treat various types of ailments. As part of that trend, meditation, particularly
mindfulness meditation, has moved, albeit slowly, into
the mainstream. Research shows, for example, that
mindfulness meditation can lower blood pressure, improve the immune system, slow down the degeneration of age-related brain function, and reduce symptoms of anxiety and depression. Even as little as ten
minutes a day devoted to quiet introspection can
reduce stress and create a sense of well-being.

Eating a healthy diet need not be difficult. “The essential steps are to eat mostly foods derived from
plants — vegetables, fruits, whole grains and legumes (beans, peas, lentils) — and limit highly processed foods.” A visit with a nutritionist can help with
meal planning and may even be a benefit of the annual wellness visit (AWV) mandated for Medicare
recipients under the Affordable Care Act.
With regard to exercise, Snowden Overlook residents have an array of choices: Chair-Xercise
(Saturdays at 10am), Combo Class (Mondays at
10am and Thursdays at 10:30am), and Therapeutic
Yoga (Thursdays at 3:30 pm). A weekly “Gentle”
Yoga class (Thursdays at 9:30am) that combines yoga with deep breathing and relaxation is also available. During pool season, water aerobics is offered.
For those who prefer to exercise independently, the
Clubhouse gym has a variety of equipment for
strength and cardio training. If using the equipment
seems intimidating, a personal trainer can help unlock
the mysteries of each machine!

A healthy, sustainable lifestyle may require some
form of behavioral modification, however the benefits are undeniable: reduced risk of certain diseases,
increased energy, and a positive self-image. It is
important to keep in mind, that practicing wellness is
not a “one-size-fits-all” exercise. Rather, each person
should craft a wellness plan that meets his or her specific conditions. And, above all, as the adage says,

“Improving the health … [of] the county’s older adults
… is the task of the county’s Health and Wellness
Division. Throughout the year …. innovative, accessible, and affordable programs and services [are offered] … and coordinate with ongoing health and
wellness programs.” A search for health and wellness
activities for seniors revealed 44 events that can be
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FOR YOUR HEALTH
“everything in moderation; nothing in excess.”
We are fortunate to have access to many
resources that make changes in lifestyle
possible. For free, trust-worthy, up-todate health information, anytime, anywhere, consult Medline Plus, the website
produced by the National Library of
Medicine and managed by the National
Institutes of Health.
Be well!
— Pamela Bluh Van Oosten
*******

1. Anura Desai is a Certified Wellness Coach. She contributed very helpful information for this overview about wellness.
2. https://www.howardcountymd.gov/
OOAHealthandWellness.
3a. For additional information on meditation, television anchor Dan Harris’ books, Meditation for Fidgety Skeptics
(2017) and 10% Happier: or How I Tamed the Voice in my
Head, Reduced Stress without Losing my Edge, and Found Self
-Help that Actually Works (2014) offer insightful and amusing
comments combined with serious overtones, about meditation.
3b.For an overview of mindfulness meditation, The Complete
Guide to the Science of Meditation, https://
endpoints.elysiumhealth.com/the-science-of-meditation1442df86a5fb may be useful.
3c. For more details about wellness, Joshua Rosenthal’s 2018
book, Integrative Nutrition: a Whole-Life Approach to Health
and Happiness is recommended.
3d. For an overview of “the holistic approach to ... physical
health and emotional wellbeing” see A Good Life. This link is
not meant as an endorsement; rather it is provided solely as an
example of the comprehensive nature of the wellness tradition.
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RESTAURANT REVIEWS
Mimi’s used to be.) It opened on September 2018
and is the 14th restaurant in the Rockville, MDbased chain. Initially, the menu consisted of typical
diner fare; recently it began offering healthier
versions of traditional fare and “[reinventing] the
diner experience by … featuring classic American
favorites with a contemporary twist for today’s
lifestyles — heart-healthy options, no trans-fat,
fresh and locally sourced ingredients, and entrées
with fewer than 600 calories.”

In keeping with this issue’s focus on wellness, here
are three new dining establishments whose menus
highlight fresh, locally-sourced ingredients in congenial surroundings and with reasonable prices.

Breakfast and brunch may be ordered all day and
the lunch menu offers tasty, and affordable soup/
sandwich/salad combos. The surroundings create
a family-friendly atmosphere and service is efficient.

At The Mall in Columbia, the menu at Zoë’s Kitchen
features made-from-scratch dishes inspired by
Mediterranean flavors. The original Zoë’s Kitchen
was founded in 1995 in Birmingham, AL by Zoë
and Marcus Cassimus. It is now a chain of 260 fast
-casual restaurants with a presence in 20 states.
The Columbia restaurant, which is located next to
Seasons 52, projects a pleasant ambiance. Orders
are placed at the counter and dishes are individually prepared and brought to the table by servers.
Most food is grilled and no microwaves or fryers
are used in food preparation. A particular favorite is the Mediterranean lentil soup and the quinoa
salad!

— Contributed by a Friend of Snowden Overlook

Also at The Mall in Columbia, is Urban Plates, the
second East Coast location of this California-based
restaurant chain. According to the restaurant’s
website, it “offers … made-from-scratch cuisine …
[featuring] grass-fed beef, sustainably sourced
seafood, free-range chicken, and the freshest produce available.” Craft beers and a selection of
California wines are also available.
This is a cafeteria style restaurant, where diners
place their orders at the counter and watch as their
selections are prepared. Servings are plentiful
and offer good value for the price. Pastries are
made on site. The staff are knowledgeable and
friendly. Décor is modern and clean.
Both restaurants have seating areas providing a
pleasant setting for outdoor dining.
The newest of the three restaurants, the Silver Diner, is located on Gateway Overlook Drive (where
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MISCELLANEOUS/TIPS
Tips for Using the Entry Gate

Don’t be Scammed: How to Avoid
Being Scammed by Callers Claiming to be from Technical Support *

Please help keep our community safe by not giving
out the code number that is used to open the Entry
Gate. Also, please do not piggy back through the
gate to avoid damaging the gate and responsibility
for the cost of repairs. Residents can contact SOCA
staff to obtain a Windshield Sticker ($15) or ID Card
($10) to open the gate. Residents can also contact
SOCA staff to have names of their guests added to
the Visitor List used by the Security Guard. Remember
that the Guard has been instructed to call you for
permission to allow entry of visitors who are not on
the Visitor List. If a visitor uses the Gate Entry
(keypad) device to call you, press 9 to let them in.

Hack attacks at Facebook, Marriott and other companies make consumers vulnerable to theft by fraudsters
and scammers. The Identify Theft Resource Center
was established to provide assistance to victims and
help educate consumers to avoid over 20 types of
scams involving fraudsters posing as charities, grandchildren, IRS agents, and computer companies like Apple, Dell, HP and Microsoft. Be wary of callers who
pose as representatives of computer companies and
follow the tips listed below. For more information
check the AARP's Fraud Resource Center for valuable
details.

Best performance from ID cards and windshield stickers is obtained when a resident pulls up with the front
bumper about 15 feet short of the stop line, with the
vehicle lined
up to go
straight
through the
center of the
gate. Following this
procedure, a
windshield sticker placed anywhere on the windshield
should be seen by the Reader, and a Card held either
against the driver's window or held out of the window
should also be seen by the Reader. Residents using a
Card should hold it in the Reader's sight for a few
seconds to ensure it has time to read the Card. Some
residents find that the Cards work best when the allflat side faces the Reader.

Don't rely on Caller ID to authenticate callers since
they can fake their Caller ID's
Don't give callers remote access to your computer
or device
Don't be fooled if the caller knows your name, address, or your computer - hackers have ways
of getting your personal information
Don't provide confidential information such as user
IDs, passwords, social security numbers, credit/
debit card numbers, PINs, or account information
Don't call the phone number in a pop-up window
on your device and be cautious about clicking
on notifications asking you to scan your computer or download software
Don't give control of your computer to a third party unless you called the computer support
team with whom you are already a customer

— M. Goldblatt

— M. Goldblatt
* Please note that the Snowden Overlook Security
Committee will conduct a Cybersecurity Workshop for
residents on Friday, April 19, 2019 at 7pm, to be
presented by Mike Goldblatt and Dennis Eichenlaub.
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MISCELLANEOUS/TIPS
Maintaining Your Home Network

whether it's time to upgrade your Gateway or
Router.
8. Reference - Click here for additional tips:
https://secure.xfinity.com/anon.comcastonline2/
support/help/faqs/xfinity_wifi/WiFi%
20Brochure_Printable%20Version.pdf

Gateways and Routers are used in our homes to connect computers, tablets, TV's and other devices to the
Internet. You can obtain them from Internet providers
like Comcast and Verizon or buy them at Amazon,
Best Buy and other stores. The following tips should
help to get the best quality connections from your
Router or Gateway:

— M. Goldblatt

1. Location - Place your Gateway or Router in a central location and keep it elevated (off the floor) and
upright. Put it where you spend the most time and
keep it away from other gadgets (such as cordless
phones and Bluetooth connected devices). Avoid
crowded areas such as compartments within entertainment consoles.
2. Maintenance - Maintain your Gateway or Router
by rebooting (or restarting) it every few months. Rebooting causes it to update its software and optimizes your connection and speed. Your settings will be
saved during the rebooting.
3. Router - If you use a separate Router along with a
Gateway, make sure the Gateway is in bridge mode.
Otherwise the WiFi signal from your Gateway will
interfere with the Router's signal.
4. Extender - A Range Extender is a device that repeats the wireless signal from your Gateway or Router to expand its coverage. It probably isn't needed if
you place your Gateway or Router in the center of
your home. Extenders are available from Comcast,
Verizon, Amazon, and electronics stores.
5. Bands - Newer Gateways and Routers are
equipped with two broadcast bands - 2.4Mghz and
5Mghz. Use the 2.4 band for devices that are far
from the router. Use the 5Mghz band to avoid interference with signals from cordless phones, etc.
6. Wiring - Wiring devices directly into your Gateway or Router creates a better connection than wireless connections. Contact a company that handles wiring like Vintage Security if you need help to set up
the wired connection.
7. Troubleshooting - Contact your Internet provider's
Support Department if you are experiencing slow
speeds. They can make adjustments to improve the
speed of your connection and help you determine

To Tip or Not to Tip, That is
the Question
Jennifer Levitz’ article “Sorry You Don’t Get a 20%
Tip Just for Handing Me a Muffin” appeared in the
October 10, 2018 issue of the Wall Street Journal.
She describes the quandry customers face when
prompted to add a tip when paying for a service
online with a tablet or mobile credit-card reader.
The proliferation of mobile payment options such as
Square, while they may facilitate the payment process, cause consternation for customers and are embarrassing for staff who initiate transactions.
What would you do? Read the full article here!
—Thanks to Mike Goldblatt for mentioning this article.
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